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We generalize Steinberg symbols in K, of a ring, and we use them to investigate torsion 
elements in Kz. The results are based on papers of Rosset-Tate and Suslin. 
1. Introduction 
Browkin (in [2]) has shown that every element of order 3 in K2Q is of the form 
{a,a2+a+l}~ forsomeaEQ*. 
In this paper we prove that every element of order II 2 3 in K,F for n prime to 
[F( 5,): F] and not divisible by the characteristic of a field F, and for 5, $6F is a 
product of at most q(n) - 1 elements of the form 
for some nonsingular matrix A over F of order at most q(n) - 1. Here 4 is the 
manic irreducible polynomial in F[ T] satisfying +( &,) = 0, 5, is a primitive nth 
root of unity, cp is Euler’s totient function, and 
denotes a symbol which is defined below in this paper. We call it the transfer 
symbol. 
In particular, every element of odd prime order p in K,F, where p # char F, is a 
product of at most p - 2 elements of the form 
(A, AP-’ +. . . + A + I) 
for certain nonsingular matrices A of orders at most p - 2. For p = 3 we get an 
immediate generalization of Browkin’s result to any field F with char F # 3. 
Our results are certain consequences of results of Suslin [5], and of Rosset- 
Tate [4]. 
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2. Transfer symbols 
We use the terminology of Milnor’s book [3]. 
Let A be an associative ring with 1, denote by A* the group of invertible 
elements of A. If G is a group and a, b E G, we write [a, b] = aba-‘b-l. 
Matrices 
For n L 2 we denote by E(n, A) the subgroup of the general linear group 
GL(n, A) generated by the elementary matrices ei (A E A, 1% i, j I n, i # j). Let 
E(A) and GL(A) be the direct limits with respect to natural embeddings 
E(n, A) + E(n + 1, A), GL(n, A) + GL(n + 1, A). 
We denote by M,(A) the ring of matrices of order n over A. Evidently 
M,(A)* = GL(n, A). 
For A = (A,,) E M,(A) and i # j we define 
Note that all factors of the product commute since for fixed i, j all indices 
(i - 1)r + s and (j - 1)r + t are distinct. Therefore the product is well defined. 
If 1% i, j 5 n, then ef E E(nr, A) C E(A). 
Lemma 2.1. Zf A, B E M,(A), then in E (A) the following identities hold: 
6) 
(ii) 
e$e: = eG+B ; 
if j#k,i#l, 
ifj=k,i#l, 
if j#k,i=l. 
Here Z is the unit matrix in E(A). 
Proof. (i) Obvious. To prove (ii) put A = (A,,), and B = (p,,), and denote 
a = e*sr 
(r-l)r+s, (j-l)r+t’ and b = e$:l)r+u,(l-l)r+u . 
We have 
ab = 
i 
e+\sr+lr” ~r-l~r+s,~,_l~r+ubu if j = k, i # 1, u = t, 
e -c A, ck I~r+u,~,_l~r+,b~ 2” ” if j # k, i = 1, u = s , 
.ba otherwise 
and (ii) follows. 0 
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For A E M,(A) we use the capital letter E to denote the generators E,(A) of 
E(M,(A)). 
Corollary 2.2. The mapping 
defined by 
E,(A) I+ e: for A E M,(A) 
is a homomorphism. 0 
The Steinberg group 
For n 2 2 and an associative ring A with 1 let St(n, A) be the Steinberg group, 
and let St(A) be the direct limit with respect to natural homomorphisms 
St@, A)*St(n + 1, A). 
Definition 2.3. For A = (A,,) E M,(A) and i # j we define an element x: in St(A) 
as follows: 
Note that the factors in the 
( j - 1) I + t are distinct. 
It is possible to prove the 
(i) 
A+B 
x:x; = Xii 
(ii) 
product commute since all indices (i - 1)~ + s, and 
following identities in St(A) (see Lemma 2.1): 
if j#k,i#l, 
if j=k,i#l, 
if j#k,i=l 
where A, B E M,(A). 
For u E A* let w,(u) = .xf~Ji”~‘_x~ and h,(u) = w,(u)wJ-1). 
For A E M,(A) we use the capital letter X to denote the generators X,(A) of 
St(M,(A)). Similarly, for U E GL(r, A) we denote by W,(U), HJU) the corres- 
ponding elements in St(Mr(A)). 
Central extensions and K2 
In [3, 0.51 it is shown that (St(A), qd), where q,, : St(A)+ E(A), qh(x,:) = et, is 
a universal central extension of the group E(A). 
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Let r and A be associative rings with 1, and let Y’: E(r)+ E(A) be a 
homomorphism. From [6, $7, Property ix] it follows that the diagram 
l-+ K,A+ St(A)-, E(A)---, 1 
can be uniquely completed to a commutative diagram, i.e. there are homorphisms 
@* : St(r) --, St(A) and T* : K,r+ K2A 
such that (1) is commutative. 
Put in the diagram r = M,(A) and ?P(E,(A)) = ez for A E M,(A). Denote 
T = +* : St(M,(A))+ St(A) . 
From the uniqueness of @* it follows that 
T(Xij(A)) = xi for A E M,(A) . 
Evidently T(K,(M,(A))) C K2A. 
For U E GL(r, A), set wij(U) = T(WJU)) and h,(U) = T(H,(U)). 
Symbols 
For u, u E A*, if u and v commute, then we define 
(‘2 ‘1 = thij(u), hik(v)l (i # k, ’ 
Then {u, v} = hik(~v)hik(u)-‘hik(v)-l. It is known that {u, u} E K2A and it does 
not depend on i, j,k. See [3, $91. We call {u, u} the Steinberg symbol. 
Definition 2.4. For U, V E GL(r, A), if U and V commute, then we define an 
element (I/, V) E K,A as the image of the Steinberg symbol {CT, V} E K,(M,(A)) 
by the homomorphism T. 
We call ( U, V) the transfer symbol. 
For r = 1 the transfer symbol coincides with the Steinberg symbol. Therefore 
(e;) gives some generalization of the Steinberg symbol { . , . } in K2. 
The following lemmas are easy consequences of the definition: 
Lemma 2.5. If U, V, V,, V, E GL(r, A), U commutes with V, VI, V, and V,, V, 
commute, then 
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(9 (u, V>-’ = (V, u> , 
(ii) (f.J,V,V,)=(u,V,)(u,V,), 
(iii) (U,Z-U)=(U,-U)=~~~~~~~~~Z-UEGL(~,A). Cl 
Lemma 2.6. Zf U, V E GL(r, A) commute, then 
where i, j, k are distinct. 0 
Problems. For a commutative ring A let ZZ_, (2 5 Y 5 00) be the subgroup of K,A 
generated by symbols ( A, B ) where A, B E GL(s, A), s < r and AB = BA. 
Is it true in general that ZZ, = K2A for some r? 
Is it true that H, # ZZ2 for some A? 
More generally: Does the symbol (A, B) coincide in general with a product of 
symbols of Steinberg in K,A? 
Let A be a commutative ring and let Z E GL(m, A), I’ E GL(n, A) be the unit 
matrices. If A E GL(m, A) and B E GL(n, A), then the matrices A @ I’ and I@ B 
commute. Then we define 
(cf. [3, §S]). We obtain the Milnor symbol {A, B} E K2A. Note that for commut- 
ing matrices A and B the transfer symbol (A, B) does not coincide in general 
with the Milnor symbol {A, B}. For details see the remark below. 
The Milnor symbol defines a pairing 
. :K,A x K,A+ K2A 
by X-Y = {X, Y>, where X E GL(m, A) and YE GL(n, A) are representatives of 
x and y in K,A (see [3, §S]). 
K,-transfer 
If f : A 9 r is an embedding of rings and if Z is a finitely generated projective 
left A-module, then there is a transfer homomorphism 
f * : K,(T)+ K,(A) 
(for i = 0, 1, 2 it is defined in [3, 9141). We quote this definition, for i = 1 and 2, in 
the case when Z is a finitely generated free left A-module. 
Let B = (b,, b,, . . , b,) be a basis of Z over A. For y E Z let m,(y) be the 
matrix of the multiplication in Z by y on the right, i.e. m,(y) = (yrt), where 
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biy = i yiibi . 
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Then we obtain an embedding 
m = m,.,,, . . r+ M,(A) 
More generally for X = (x,) E M,(T), define 
4x1 = (m(x,,>> E M,,(A) . 
Then we obtain an embedding 
m = m,,,,, . %V)* M,,(A) . 
Since m(GL(n, r)) C GL( nr, A), m defines a homomorphism 
f” : GL(T) + GL(A) . 
Since m(eG.) = er(‘), we have m(E(n, r)) C E( nr, A) and consequently f # induces 
the homomorphism 
f*: K,(r)+ Kl(A) . 
This homomorphism is called the K,-transfer. It does not depend on the basis 3. 
Put in diagram (1) ?Z’= f#IEcrj. From the uniqueness of $* it follows that 
S*(xz) = x:(Y) for y E r 
and consequently 
$*(x$) = xrcA) for A E M,(T) . (2) 
The homomorphism f * : = !P* : K2r+ K2A does not depend on the basis 3. It is 
called the K,-transfer. 
Let r be a commutative ring that is a finitely generated and free module over its 
subring A. Let Z E GL(m, Z) and I’ E GL(n, Z) be the unit matrices. If X E 
GL(m, Z) and YE GL(n, r) represent elements x, y E K,(T) respectively, then 
from (2) and Lemma 2.6 we get 
f*(x.y)= (m(X@Z'),m(Z@Y)) . (3) 
In particular for x, y E r* 
f*({x, Y>) = (m(x), m(y)) . (4) 
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Here it is sufficient to assume that xy = yx, so it is not necessary to assume the 
commutativity of Z. 
Formula (4) indicates why we call ( . , . > the transfer symbol. 
Lemma 2.7 (see Milnor [3]). Zf Z is commutative, then 
f*(x.f*(Y>) =f*(X>.Y forxE KC YE K,A 3 
where f * : K,A-+ K, r is the functorial homomorphism. 0 
Note that in the case when Z is a finitely generated free A-module, the lemma 
follows immediately from (3) and from the first part of Lemma 2.6. 
Let F C E be a finite field extension of degree r. Then E is a finitely generated 
and free F-module. Denote Tr = Tr,,, = f * and J’ = jFiE = f _+, where f * and f * 
are the homomorphisms defined above. 
Corollary 2.8. (i) Zf x E E* and y E F*, then 
(ii) Zf x E K,F, then (Troj)(x) =x’. 0 
Remark. From (4) it follows why for commuting matrices A and B the transfer 
symbol (A, B) does not coincide in general with the Milnor symbol {A, B}. Let 
F C E be a finite field extension. Let A = m(x) and B = m(y), where m = mEIF 
and x, yE E*. If (A, B) = {A, B}, then from (4) we get Tr,,,{x, y}, = 
{NE,+> N E,Fy}F. The last equality does not hold in general. For example, it 
suffices to take a field extension F C E and x, y E F* such that 
{x, y}',"-" # 1 ) where r=[E:F]. 
Then by Corollary 2.8(i) 
(XZ, YO # {xl, YZ) 9 
where Z is the unit matrix in GL(r, F). 
Lemma 2.9 (see Bass [l]). Let F C E be a finite Galois extension with the Galois 
group G. Zf x E K,E, then 
(joTr)(x) = n a(x) 
UEG 
0 
For any abelian group A and positive integer n we denote by A, the kernel of 
the homomorphism A -% A. 
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Let F C E be a Galois extension of fields with the Galois group G of order I 
prime to a natural number n. From Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.8 we get that the 
homomorphisms induced by Tr and j respectively, 
are isomorphisms. We denote them by Tr and j, too. 
Reciprocity law 
In [4] there is defined a symbol (5) E K,F, where f, g E F[ T] are relatively 
prime nonzero polynomials. The symbol (i) is multiplicative in f and g. For 
g=const or g= Twe have (i)=l. 
If g is manic irreducible, g # T and g(x) = 0, then 
0 f =Tr g F(+-k f(X>lF(X) . 
Ifp(T)=a,T”+a,~,T”-‘+... + a,,, T” with anam # 0 (n 2 m), then denote 
p*(T) := (a,Tm)-‘p(T) and c(p) := (-l)“a,. 
Lemma 2.10 (Reciprocity law, see Rosset and Tate [4]). 
3. Elements of order n in K,F 
Let E be a field, and let II be a natural number not divisible by char E. Denote 
by 3, a primitive nth root of unity. Assume that I&, E E. 
It is known (see [S]) that every element in (K,E), has the form {I&,, a},, for 
some aEE*. 
Let F be a field and put E = F( &), where n is not divisible by char F. Assume 
that r = [E: F] is prime to n. 
By isomorphism (5) it follows that every element in (K,F), is of the form 
Tr,,,({ &,, a~}) for some (Y E E* . (6) 
If we fix a basis of E over F, then to every y E E there corresponds a matrix 
m(r) E M,(F) of multiplication in E by y. It gives an embedding of rings 
E+M,(F). In other words: there exists a subfield 2 of M,(F) that is F- 
isomorphic to the field E. Let U E 2 correspond to <,, E E. From (4) and (6) we 
get 
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Proposition 3.1. In the above notation every element of (K,F), is of the form 
(U,A) forsomeAEX*. 0 
One may ask if the analogous proposition holds for commutative rings. More 
precisely: Let A be a commutative ring, let A[i&] be a free A-module of rank r, 
where Sz = 1 and li # 1 for 15 s < n. Then there is an embedding 
S:A[<,J*M,(A). D enote U=S(&,), X=ImS=A[U]. 
Problem. Does every element of (K,A), have the form 
(U,A) for someAEZ*CGL(r,A)? 
For a field F and a natural number II not divisible by char F let q!~ E F[ T] be the 
manic irreducible polynomial such that +( &) = 0. Evidently the field E = F( &) is 
Galois over F. Let G be the Galois group of E over F and put r = [E : F]. 
Evidently Y 5 q(n), where 9 is Euler’s totient function. We have evidently 
and 
4*(T) = %,(-534(T), 
c($*) = (-1)d’““*N,,,(-5,1)= N,,,(l,l) . 
Proposition 3.2. In the above notation assume that (n, r) = 1. If I& $ZF, then every 
element of ( K2 F), is the product of at most r - 1 elements from (K,F), of the form 
(A, +(A)) 
for some matrices A E GL(s, F) where s % r - 1. 
Proof. From (6) we know that every element of (K,F), has the form 
TrEIF({ln, (Y}~) for some (Y E E* . 
Put LY = $( &,), where $ E F[ T], deg $5 r - 1. Then there exists a manic polyno- 
mial $’ such that 
* = (-1) deg %($q(cr’ . 
In the case when & @F (n ~3) we have NEIF( ln,) = 1 and 2/r, so ~(6”) = 1 and 
4* = 4. Therefore from Lemma 2.10 we conclude that 
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Hence in view of (4) it follows that every element of (K,F), is of the form 
where +’ = flf=, I,$, I,!+ E F[T] are irreducible and manic, $i( pi) = 0 and mi = 
m,(P,j,F for i = 1,2, . . . , s. 
Now it is sufficient to put Ai = m,(&). From Lemma 2.10 we have ( Ai, 
+(Ai)) =TrE,&Y ai)E, where q = $T( 5,). Therefore ( Ai, +(A,)) E (K,F), 
and the result follows. 0 
Remark. Denote ri = deg q!+. Then 
r=[E:F]>i: Ti. 
,=l 
Therefore we have in fact proved that every element of (K,F), has the form 
fJ (Ai, +(Ai)) 
where Ai E GL(r,, F) and cr,, ri < r . 
Corollary 3.3. Let F be a field and let n be an odd number not divisible by char F. 
If [F( 5,): F] = 2, then every element of (K,F), has the form 
{a, 4(a)}, for some a E F* , 
where 4(T) = T2 - (6 + 5,‘)T + 1. 
Proof. In the notation of the remark we have cy=, ri < 2. Therefore s = r, = 
1. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let F be a field, char F # 3. Then every element of order 3 in K,F 
has the form 
{a, a2 + a + l} F for some a E F* . 
Proof. If 5, @F, then the corollary follows from Corollary 3.3. If f; E F, then the 
result follows from [2, Theorem 11. 0 
Let 4, be the nth cyclotomic polynomial over a field F of characteristic prime to 
n, and A, +,(A) E GL(r, F) for some r ~1. 
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Lemma 3.5. In the above notation we have 
(A> h,(A)> E (W’), . 
Proof. [2, proof of Lemma] applies. Cl 
Proposition 3.6. Let F be a field, and let n 2 3 be prime to q(n) and not divisible by 
char F. Zf [F( &,): F] = p(n), then (K,F), is generated by symbols 
for some matrices A E GL(s, F), where s 5 p(n) - 1. 
Moreover every element of (K,F), is of the form 
whereA,EGL(r,,F),andCj=,ri<cp(n). 
In particular if n = p is an odd prime, and p #char F, and lP @F, then every 
element of order p in K,F has the form 
where Ai E GL(r,, F), and Es=, ri <p - 1 . 
Proof. The proposition follows from Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.2. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let F be a field, and let n be not divisible by char F. Zf c,, j!? F, then 
(A, 4(A))-’ = (A-‘, 4(A-l)) . 
Here 4 E F[ T] is the manic irreducible polynomial satisfying C#I( 5,) = 0. 
Proof. If C,, $ F, then r = deg 4 is even and IV~(~,),~( 5,) = 1. Therefore the 
following equality holds: 
4(T-‘) = T-‘&T). 
Hence 
(A, $(A)) (A, $(A-‘)-‘) = (A, A’) = (A, A)’ = 1 
since r is even. 0 
Denote by G, the subgroup of K,F generated by elements of the form 
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where A, +(A) E GL(s, F), s 5 r - 1 and 4 E F[ T] (r = deg 4) is as in Lemma 
3.7. We assume that n is not divisible by char F, too. Thus we have proved 
(Proposition 3.6) that 
G, = (K,F), for n 2 3 
in the case when [F( 5,): F] = q(n). G enerally, we have proved (Proposition 3.2) 
that 
G, ’ ( WI n fornk3 and &,jZ’F. 
Problem. Is it true that the inclusion C holds? 
Is it true that (A, $(A)) E (Z&F), for A, +(A) E GL(s, F) where s 5 r - l? 
If r = q(n) or if A = m,,,(y), where F C L is a field extension, [L : F] = s, 
y E L for any r (i.e. for any F), then the answer to the second question is 
affirmative. 
Let G,,, be the subgroup of G, generated by elements 
(A, 4(A)) where A, $(A) E GL(u, F), u zs s . 
There is also a conjecture [2] 
G F,l = (W’), 
for every field F and every n not divisible by char F. Corollary 3.4 proves this 
conjecture for it = 3 and any field F of characteristic # 3. The conjecture has also 
been proved for F = Q, n = 5 by Zantema [7]. 
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